Scrappy Giant Flying Geese

Finished quilt size 65” x 95”

www.busyneedle.ch

Scrappy Giant Flying Geese
Makes two baby quilts (~31” x 46”) or one long single quilt (~65” x 95”)
This pattern uses 1.5” strips and low-volume background fabric. You can use a pre-cut
Honey Bun or random strips that are 1 ½” by WOF (width of fabric, approximately 40”).
You will be using the Jelly Roll Race method to create the top, making large half-square
triangles (HST) and then adding long borders. Let’s get started!
Geese fabric
1 Honey Bun (40 strips, 1.5” by WOF, approximately 40”) or the equivalent in random
strips
Background fabric
For 2 baby quilts, you will need 3 yards of background fabric
1 Long single: 6.5 yards of background
Backing fabric
2 baby quilts: 3 yards
1 long single: 6 yards
Binding
2 baby quilts: Half yard of fabric (165” per quilt)
1 long single: 1 yard of fabric (330”)

If you have used a Honey Bun or other strips that are WOF, begin by cutting 18” off of one
end. This is to sufficiently offset the strips. If you have used a variety of lengths, it’s not
necessary to do this.

Next, join all of the strips, short end to short end, to
create a very long strip, as you do to make binding. I
like mine done on the diagonal to add interest. Once
you have sewn all of the strips together, align the end
with the beginning and sew along the LONG side to
create a strip that is twice as wide. As you get close to
the end, you’ll notice that there is a fold at the end.
You can cut across the fold so that you can properly
join the pieces and they will lie flat. Continue doing
this 5 more times. Don’t worry if the ends aren’t
matching up because you’ll trim those off. You’ll have
a top that resembles this:
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Sub-cut this top, across the long seams, trimming as necessary, into rectangles that are
17” x 35”.

Now open the seam between the 16th & 17th fabrics. This will give you 6 strippy squares
that are about 17”, unfinished.

Cut 6 squares (17”) from your background fabric. Lightly draw a diagonal line across the
back of each block. Layer them with a strippy block, right sides together, and sewing ¼” on
either side of the line. Cut the diagonal line to give you two HST. You will have a total of
12 HST. Press the seams to the darker side. Arrange as it pleases you, noting that the
strips run in two directions.
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If you are making baby quilts, each one will need 6 HST arranged in 3 rows to make the
giant flying geese. This will make a quilt of about 31” x 46”. You can add a border if you
like.

For the long single quilt, once you have sewn together the flying geese units into one long
measure your flying geese unit and cut two strips of background fabric to that length, that
are 17.5” wide. These strips will be approximately 2.75 yards long. Sew to either side of
the flying geese. Quilt as desired.
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Quilting by Elita Sharpe using Lilac Pantograph by Sarah Ann Myers
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I hope that you enjoy making this pattern. If you have any questions, please feel free to
contact me at elita@busyneedle.ch.
Happy quilting! 
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